Introduction
A standard approach to modelling a set of chemical reactions is to form the chemical master equation (CME). Solving this equation gives the joint probability mass function of the chemical species populations. The CME is rarely solvable for most systems of interest and the vast size of the underlying state space means that numerically computing the solution of the CME is not an option.
While it may not be possible to solve the CME, it is usually straightforward to obtain exact realisations using forward simulations [38] . The most well known algorithm is the direct method developed by Gillespie [12] . Unfortunately, drawing exact realisations can be computationally intensive when the system size or the hazard rates are large. Due to this computational hurdle, a number of approximate simulators have been proposed [28] .
A well studied class of approximate simulators is τ -leaping. Initially proposed by Gillespie [14] , the general idea is to assume that the number of reactions (of a given type) occurring in a short time interval has a Poisson distribution (independently of other reaction types). We can then simulate Poisson numbers of reaction events and update the system accordingly. A number of improvements have been proposed [30, 4, 11] .
Another popular class of approximation is to abandon the discrete state space and form the chemical Langevin Equation [15] . Alternatively, a hybrid approach, where species with low copy numbers are simulated with an exact simulator and species with high copy numbers are simulated with an approximation is also well-studied [31] .
Utilising the moment equations of the chemical master equations and making assumptions on the distribution, e.g. assuming normality, leads to moment closure and linear noise approximations [34, 10] .
Simulating from the model is not only crucial when building a system, but is also essential in likelihood-free or Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) inference schemes. ABC techniques allow posterior inference to be made for problems where evaluation of the likelihood function is not possible. The methods rely on the ability to simulate from the model [2, 32, 33] . An approximation to the true posterior distribution of interest is made via samples of parameter vectors, that yield simulated data deemed close to the experimental data. Of course, this implies that simulation is reasonably quick.
Unfortunately it is not straightforward to check whether a given approximation technique gives acceptable results, since by definition the approximate simulator is not exact. Whilst Evans et al. [8] provides guidance for testing the accuracy of stochastic simulators against known results, this is not suitable for testing approximate simulators. Instead, recent work [6, 19] , has focused on Kolmogorov distance metrics for comparing approximate and exact simulators at specific parameter values.
In the field of computer experiments, complex models are emulated using a faster model; typically a Gaussian process (GP). Since prediction is made using the emulator, it is essential that the emulator accurately represents the system. A number of useful diagnostic measures have been developed (in the context of Gaussian processes) for assessing model fit [1] .
In this paper we present a set of general, principled methods for efficiently assessing the quality of the approximate simulator, across a large parameter space. We begin by introducing particular approximate simulators. Then we describe efficient methods for exploring the parameter space, where the approximate and exact simulators compared. The methods are illustrated using three examples.
Stochastic kinetic models
Suppose we have system of chemical reactions with u chemical species {X 1 , . . . , X u } and v reactions {R 1 , . . . , R v }, where reaction R k , with rate parameter c k , corresponds to s k1 X 1 + . . . + s ku X u c k − →s k1 X 1 + . . . +s ku X u , and s k ands k are v-vectors giving the number of reactants and products of each species involved with reaction k respectively.
Let the column vector, x, denote the population of chemical species and define s k =s k − s k and s ki =s ki − s ki to be the stoichiometry coefficient of species x i in reaction R k . When reaction R k occurs, x i → x i + s ki and x → x + s k .
The time evolution of x can be formulated as the chemical master equation CME (also known as Kolmogorov's forward equation). Denote p(x; t) as the probability of being in state x at time t, with initial conditions of x(0). Then the associated CME is
where h k (x, c k ) is the hazard function for reaction R k . 
Exact simulation
The chemical master equation is rarely analytically tractable for all but the most trivial of models. However, it is straightforward to draw exact realisations using a discrete event simulation method. The standard algorithm for simulating from a stochastic system is the direct method [12] and is summarised in algorithm 1. This algorithm is straightforward to construct, however, simulation times increases with the number of reactions and the magnitude of the hazards.
A number of improvements to this algorithm have been proposed. For example, by ordering the reactions from most to least likely, can significantly increase the speed of the algorithm [5, 23] . Similarly, exploiting the model structure to avoid unnecessary updates can speed up simulations [9] . However, the underlying speed issues still remain for models of reasonable size.
τ -leap methods
The simplest form of the τ -leaping algorithm is the Poisson leap method. We fix a time step τ , so that for j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., the occurrence of reactions within the time interval [jτ, (j + 1)τ ) does not appreciably affect the hazard function h i (x, c i ). Given the fixed time step, we can sample from the CME by drawing samples from the Poisson distribution. In particular,
where r is a v-dimensional vector, with i th entry a P o(h i (x, c i )τ ) random quantity. The obvious difficulty with this simple scheme is choosing a suitable τ . Using a bounding argument on the hazard functions [14] , we can dynamically calculate the time step via τ = min j∈ [1,v] 
where
.
Numerous improvements have been proposed.
Chemical Langevin Equation
The Poisson leap and more advanced counter part, the τ -leap method, are examples of continuous time, discrete state space approximations. A further approximation would be to allow a continuous state space, which leads to the chemical Langevin equation (CLE) . The CLE is a stochastic differential equation (SDE) and takes the form
where dW t is the increment of a v-dimensional Brownian motion [13] . A popular (and simple) approach to numerically solving equation (4) is to use the EulerMaruyama algorithm. For small time steps, t, the system is discretised and the state is updated from draws from a Normal distribution with mean and variance based on the drift and diffusion terms in equation (4) [20] .
Moment equations
An alternative strategy for approximating the system is to examine the moment equations of the system [21, 10] . To extract the moment equations, we multiply the chemical master equation by the multivariate moment generating function, then retrieve the moments of interest. This results in a coupled set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). When the system only contains zero or first order reactions, the equations can be solved exactly. However, if the system contains second or higher order reactions, then these equations are coupled. That is, the equations for the mean depend on the variance, the equations for the variance depend on the skewness and so on. To solve these equations numerically, we close the system. The most popular choice is to assume normality, resulting in coupled equations for only the mean and variance. This particular closure is also described as the two moment approximation (2MA).
The linear noise approximation (LNA) is similar to the 2MA approximation. The LNA is obtained by expressing the system as the chemical Langevin equation, then writing the solution as a deterministic process plus a residual stochastic process [34] . This approximation results in a set of coupled ODEs for the mean and variance. However, unlike the 2MA approximation the equations for the mean do not depend on the variance.
Diagnostic tools

Data space
Given a set of parameter ranges that we are interested in, it would be impossible to numerically assess the approximate simulator at all values. One strategy to explore the parameter space, is random sampling; we sample uniformly in the parameter space. Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is a significant improvement over simple random sampling when exploring large spaces [24] .
The maximin design [26] is an improvement over the original LHS. Essentially, the distance between points in the hypercube is maximised. In this paper we use the maximin design, but any efficient space filling design could be used. Figure 1 illustrates a maximin design with n d = 50 points. Denote the points in the Latin hyper cube as γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ n d ) . Hence, each point γ i , is a v-dimensional vector of parameter values. One of the benefits of using LHS is that the marginal parameter distributions have a uniform distribution. So in figure 1 , the marginal distributions of c 1 and c 2 are both uniform. Our general strategy is at each of the n d points, we will assess the approximate simulator.
Normal approximations
When using LNA or the 2MA, the distribution at a particular time point, t, is normal with mean and covariance terms obtained by solving coupled ODEs. Consequently, for the LNA we have
where ψ l (c) =Ê(X(t)) and Σ l (c) =V ar(X(t)). Here,Ê(·) andV ar(·) are the approximate mean and variance obtain by the solving the LNA scheme. Thus, the approximate density at a particular time point iŝ
Similarly, for the 2MA we have
where ψ m (c) and Σ m (c) are the solutions to coupled ordinary differential equations.
Individual prediction errors
We generate a Latin hypercube design on the parameter space of interest. That is, at each of the n d points on the Latin hypercube design we have parameter values γ i = (c 1 , . . . , c v ). At each point in the hypercube, we simulate from the exact simulator to obtain a u-dimensional vector y * (γ i ) = (y * 1 (γ i ), . . . , y * u (γ i )). Individual prediction errors are obtained by calculating the difference between the exact simulator and the mean of the linear noise (or 2 moment) approximation
for each point i and species j. A more convenient quantity to work with is the standardised prediction error, that is
If the LNA or 2MA properly represent the exact simulator, the standardised prediction errors will have a standard normal distribution. Hence large individual errors, with absolute values larger than 2, say, indicate a potential discrepancy between the exact and approximate simulators. Of course, single, isolated values are possible, and so further investigation can be obtained by obtaining more simulator runs in the parameter vicinity.
Other techniques we can use to investigate the standardised prediction errors are q-q plots and plotting errors against parameter values to assess independence.
Interval diagnostic
Another straightforward method for assessing fit is to construct 100α% credible regions using the approximate mean ψ and variance, Σ. We denote a particular credible region at design point i and for species j, as CI i,j (α). The proportion of simulated values that land within the credible region is given by
where 1 should be approximately equal to α. Additionally, plotting the credible regions against parameters value can highlight any particular systematic deviations.
LNA vs 2MA
Recently [18] , the explicit link between the two moment and linear noise approximations. In particular, it was noted that the 2MA (and also the 3MA) are more accurate approximations. Hence, if the LNA is good approximation, then the linear noise and two moment approximations should provide the very similar estimates of the mean and variance. This standardised difference between the two approximations is given by
The statistic D LM i,j measures the standardised difference between the two approximations. Large differences should be carefully investigated. This diagnostic measure has the advantage of avoiding (possibly expensive) exact simulation.
General approximate simulators
For many approximate simulators, the output is a single realisation from the system of of interest. Hence, the particular techniques described for the linear noise and two moment approximations are not appropriate for, say, the τ -leap or CLE approximations. The main difficulty with assessing general approximations is that the true distribution is unknown.
q-q plots
Suppose at each of the n d points on the Latin hypercube, we simulate using an exact simulator and approximate simulator, to obtain y * (γ) and z * (γ) respectively. If the approximation is accurate, then the distribution of y * (γ) and z * (γ) should closely match. The similarity between distributions could be visually tested using q-q plots, or using standard statistical tests.
Alternatively, we could exploit the paired nature of the data. That is, at a particular parameter set, γ i , the realisations y * (γ i ) and z * (γ i ) should be draws from the same distribution. Hence, the expected difference should be zero. For a particular species, j, the difference
could be formally tested using non-parametric paired test, such as the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Credible intervals
Since draws from the approximate simulator are fast, multiple realisations at particular points in the Latin cube design could be constructed. This would allow credible regions to be obtained. The correctness of the simulator could then be assessed visually or by calculating the proportion of points that lie in the credible region.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic
In a recent paper [19] , a Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic approach that they used to assess simulators at particular parameter values. This approach could easily be used within the Latin hyper cube framework and enable a formal hypothesis test to be carried out.
Examples
Schlögl system
The Schlögl model is a well known test system that exhibits bimodal and non-linear characteristics at certain parameter combinations. The system contains four reactions
three chemical species, X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 and assumes mass action kinetics. In this example, we concentrate on species X 1 . Where the distribution of X 1 is bimodal, the LNA would clearly be an inappropriate approximation. However, for large models, it isn't necessary clear if (or where) a system would have bimodal regions. Hence, the purpose of this example is to illustrate how problematic regions may be detected. We fix {c 1 , c 2 } = {3 × 10 −7 , 10 −4 } and
At each of the n d = 1, 000 points from a two dimensional Latin hypercube on the log 10 space for {c 3 , c 4 }, we simulate using the direct method and the LNA to t = 5. The design space is given in figure 2a. figure 2d . The LNA mean solution is also shown in red. It is clear that at this particular choice of parameter values, the Schlögl system has a bimodal distribution and the LNA is inappropriate in this region of parameter space. CLE τ − leapSpecies level
Species level
Figure 3: Q-q plots for the auto-regulatory network. A total of n d = 1, 000 points were generated from a four dimensional LHS. For each species and simulator, the associated q-q plot is given.
Auto-regulatory network
This system has two species and four chemical reactions.
Essentially, reactions R 1 and R 2 represent immigration, reaction R 3 represent death and finally R 4 can be thought of as interaction between the two species. Note that even for this simple system, the transition density associated with the resulting Markov jump process (under an assumption of mass action kinetics) cannot be found in closed form. Under certain parameter combinations, this system demonstrates strong stochastic features. We constructed a four dimensional Latin hypercube, with n d = 1, 000 points. The parameter regions of interest are Each simulation had the same initial conditions, X 1 (0) = X 2 (0) = 0 and a maximum simulation time of t = 50. At each point in the Latin hypercube design, we simulated a single realisation up to t = 50 using the Direct method, the τ -leap method and chemical Langevin equation. The resulting q-q plots are given in figure 3 . Examining the q-q plots, the τ -leap method appears to be accurate, but the CLE simulation yield consistently lower populations.
If the approximate simulator is accurate, then the expected difference, i.e. y * j (γ i ) − z * j (γ i ), should be zero. A plot of the differences for species X 1 for each simulator is given in figure 4 , along with a lowess smoother line. For the τ -leap simulator, the difference is approximately zero across the parameter c 2 . However, for the CLE the difference appears to be positive for small values of the parameter c 2 . Figure 5 shows five stochastic simulations obtained using parameter values for the largest difference between the exact and CLE simulators. Examining the realisations for the X 2 species, Figure 4 : Differences between exact and approximate simulators, for species X 1 of autoregulatory network. Each point was generated from a Latin hyper cube. The blue line is a locally weighted smoother (lowess) across the points.
the Gillespie simulations have large time periods where X 2 = 0. When an X 2 immigration event occurs, this causes a large decrease in the X 1 population, due to the second order reaction R 4 . In contrast, the CLE simulations are all non-zero; a result of the reflecting barrier from the Euler Maruyama scheme.
Lokta-Volterra model
The Lotka-Volterra predator prey system, describes the time evolution of two species, X 1 and X 2 [22, 35] . We write this system as This model system has been used numerous times to test inference algorithms, see, for example, [3, 27, 36] . In particular, the linear noise and two moment approximations have been used for parameter inference [25, 17] .
To assess the LNA, we generated n d = 100 points from a two-dimensional LHD, over the regions c 1 = (10 −6 , 10 0 ) and c 2 = (10 −6 , 10 0 ) on the log 10 scale. We set the remaining parameter c 3 = 0.3, X 1 (0) = X 2 (0) = 100 and a maximum simulation time of t = 30. Figure  6a shows the Latin hypercube design. Points where D LM i,2 > 5 are shown as green triangles. It is clear that for large values of c 1 or c 2 , the LNA and 2MA approximations disagree.
When we simulate fifty realisations from the Lotka-Volterra system using the direct method (see figure 6b) , we see that these simulations all become extinct.
Discussion
In order to tackle models of any realistic size, it is essential to develop fast and accurate simulators. The obvious step in increasing the simulation speed of a simulator is to use an approximation. However, it is extremely difficult to determine how a particular approximation will perform for a particular model. Indeed, each approximation is trade-off between speed and accuracy. This paper presents a general, easy-to-use, framework that allows modellers to determine whether a given approximation is suitable for their model. By using efficient space filling designs to explore the parameter space, we can assess an approximate simulator across a large region. In particular, since each point in the Latin hypercube design can be simulated independently, we can use cloud computing to explore vast regions of the parameter space.
Computing details
All simulations were performed on a machine with 4GB of RAM and with an Intel quad-core CPU. The operating system used was Ubuntu 12.04. All simulations were performed using R [29] , via the issb [16] package. The Latin hyper cube was generated using the lhs [7] package. The graphics were created using the ggplot2 R package [37] . All code associated with this paper can be obtained from 
